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Picture books as performative texts: 
Or how to do things with words and pictures 
 
Kerry Mallan 
 
The subtitle of this paper is, in part, an acknowledgement of the work of the British 
philosopher J. L. Austin and his influential publication on speech act theory, How to do 
things with words (1962). Austin’s work on language study marked a significant shift in 
linguistic philosophies by concentrating attention on what language does rather than what it 
is, and away from language as a formal structure to language as a social process. Such 
understandings have resonated through critical theory and other theoretical writings of the 
past four decades.  
 
‘Performative’ is Austin’s term for language with the primary function of doing something. 
Rather than view language as describing some objective reality, Austin contends that the 
performative indicates that ‘the issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action’ (1962, 
p.6). Furthermore, the performative utterance will invariably be accompanied by other 
performed actions, either by the speaker or others, and that the circumstances in which the 
speaking occurs should be appropriate (p.8). While Austin distinguishes performative 
utterances from constative utterances (that is, utterances that say rather than do something), 
he also focuses on the illocutionary and perlocutionary force of the performative. In the act of 
saying something, such as informing, warning or ordering, the speaker performs an 
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illocutionary act. A perlocutionary act brings about or achieves something by saying 
something, such as convincing, deterring, or surprising (pp. 99-100). These aspects of the 
performative will be considered later in the discussion with reference to selected picture 
books. However, because picture books contain a dual code -- verbal and visual--the visuals 
will be considered as non-verbal acts which may also carry (like the words) an illocutionary 
and perlocutionary force. To extend the application of Austin’s performatives to visuals 
could be regarded as a misuse or mis/appropriation. Afterall, Austin himself claimed that the 
term was the province of ‘ordinary circumstances’ and should not be used in consideration of 
plays, poems or other literary texts; such texts, he considered, were parasitic upon the more 
conventional use of language (p.22). However, as Petrey argues, ‘to read a work of 
imaginative literature is to encounter words that do things through processes like those 
allowing all other performative language to produce what it names’ (1990, p.10). In 
literature, the fictional characters and their fictional world reproduce conventional speech 
acts and performances common to the real world (we know the kinds of characters depicted, 
we are familiar with the conventional acts and rituals they perform and so on). The verbal 
and visual codes of picture books necessitate a widening of the application of the 
performative in order to see how visuals similarly encode and perform the narrative. 
 
The concept of performativity is one that has also been given considerable attention in recent 
years in the work of Judith Butler in formulating her notion of gender performances; in 
particular, the ways in which gender identity is constructed iteratively through complex 
citational practices (Butler 1990; 1993). Butler’s notion of gender as being performative in 
the sense that the ‘acts’ and ‘corporeal style’ that the gendered body performs ‘suggest[s] a 
dramatic and contingent construction of meaning’ (Butler 1990, p.139). That is, these various 
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performances of gender create the idea of gender. While Butler sees gender as a compulsory 
performance, and identity as ‘an effect that is produced or generated’ (p.147), she does not 
dismiss the idea of agency. For Butler, agency is located in the way that variations of action, 
and the possibility of variation in repetition carry meaning and create identity. 
 
Parker and Sedgwick (1995, p.6) suggest that the two strands of performativity expressed 
variously through the works of Austin and Butler have a common meeting point in their 
interrogations of the relation of speech to act (Austin) and of act to identity (Butler). For 
Austin, the performative occurs in a single act, whereas for Butler the performative is a 
regular repetition of an act. Hence, the ‘act’ or the doing of something is pivotal to the two 
notions of the performative. 
 
Another strand that I want to consider in this paper is the notion of reader response. It seems 
a logical extension of both Austin and Butler’s theorising to consider an audience: one who is 
a witness to the act while engaging in the act of reading. As the child encounters the picture 
book text, she participates in a reading practice which, in its broadest sense, is a performance 
whereby she negotiates various roles of reader, spectator, witness, social commentator, art 
critic, and performer. Each role has its own specific sets of acts and situated identities which 
mimic and iterate to some extent something heard, seen, or experienced before; hence, the 
iterative nature of the reading ‘act’. In addition, there are the cultural and artistic conventions 
which permit, to a large extent, these reader roles or states to be enacted by shaping ways of 
reading pictures and constructing meaning, and prompting dramatic interpretation. 
 
Reader response critics look to the relationship between text and reader. Proponents of reader 
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response theory, such as Wolfgang Iser (1989), contend that an intentionalist understanding 
of the meaning of a text is inadequate. As Culler explains: 
the meaning of a work is not what the writer had in mind at some moment during 
composition of the work, or what the writer thinks the work means  after it is finished, 
but, rather, what he or she succeeded in embodying in the work (1997, p.66). 
 
Furthermore, Iser contends that a text’s indeterminacy makes certain kinds of demands on 
readers who must bring a text to life when it is read. As Iser suggests, these gaps or 
indeterminate parts of a literary text are not deficiencies but ‘are a basic element for the 
aesthetic response’ (1989, p.9). It is by attending to the verbal and visual codes in picture 
books that response can be extended beyond basic decoding to a fuller appreciation of its 
cognitive, perceptual and aesthetic possibilities. 
 
In revisiting response theory, I want to examine the ways in which picture books function as 
performative texts and invoke ways of reading the performative through both words and 
pictures, and the ways in which the ‘act-like’ quality of the performative is realised through 
the body of both the represented subject and the implied reader. Intratextually, the body 
features in picture books through the artistic representation of fictional subjects and 
extratextually in the embodied presence of real readers. By including notions of the body in 
the discussion, the visual component of picture books can be given equal treatment as the 
verbal in discussions of identity, performative utterances and their illocutionary and 
perlocutionary force.  
 
The following sections of the discussion use selected picture books to illustrate the 
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intertwining threads of performativity and reader response and are framed by three key 
questions: (i) How is the performative (in its various manifestations) invoked in picture 
books? (ii) How do context and reader disposition affect the stance that one takes in reading? 
and (iii) How does desire shape the performative? 
 
Performing the performative 
Kress suggests that ‘Communication has always been multi-semiotic’ (1997, p.60) involving 
multiple modes of oral, visual, written, and bodily elements. When an adult reads a picture 
book to a child, they often provide an embodied performance of the text. For example, they 
might gesture, make sound effects, use vocal intonation, ad lib. While this supplementary 
display of language and performance is a common feature of reading practices between adults 
and children, children also perform and respond to the words and visuals in embodied ways -- 
clapping, shaking their head, nodding in approval, making personal observations and so on. 
Whilst we know all this through years of experience with children, we need to step back from 
the latent manifestations of reader response and look at the inherent characteristics of the 
words and visuals in order to see how picture books incite particular kinds of responses and 
invoke the performative. 
 
Perhaps we come close to claiming the performative significance of picture books when we 
look at the ways in which narrative, performance, text, and reader intersect with one another. 
In the case of many Pamela Allen books (see Bertie and the Bear (1983); Belinda (1992); Mr 
McGee and the Biting Flea (1998)) the visuals encode a sense of performance through their 
fluid design and artistry. Such semiotic representations not only lend a sense of movement to 
the characters but invite the reader to perform (either imaginatively or literally) -- to dance, 
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march, join in the fun. The words too demonstrate that language (in a literary text) may also 
do things with a direct and perceptible impact on its characters. Consequently, Mr McGee 
and the dog scratch, leap, and wriggle in an attempt to be rid of the biting flea. Austin’s 
theatrical lexicon -- perform and act -- corresponds, in this instance, to the theatrical nature of 
Allen’s text where characters perform their antics before a reading audience (which may be a 
single reader or a collective of readers). The words and visuals together illustrate the 
relationship between action and language, performance and representation.  
 
Picture books (like other texts) induce the reader to take up a position in the drama of the text 
and to participate in its unfolding ‘scenes’. (I use scene as it seems an appropriate term to 
capture both the sequence of events and the theatre of the story told in both words and 
visuals.) It is the rhetorical force of language and illustration that persuades readers to be 
caught up in the rhythms and rhetorics of the words and the expressive and convincing power 
of the visuals. In addition to such persuasive elements, the child reader/listener is encouraged 
through words, illustration, and possibly an adult reader to anticipate, speculate, and be 
excited by the sequential events of the story. Picture books imply a certain reader and through 
particular textual strategies such as dialogue, hooks, questions, repetition, rhyming scheme, 
and structure build up a pattern of expectation in the reader.  
 
In Fowl Play (Allen, 1996), these textual strategies are employed to achieve both comic 
effect and intrigue. Thereby, the ideal reader is one who has both a sense of humour and a 
desire to be clever, a crime buster. However, in order for the reader to realise these roles she 
must also be knowledgeable about language games, other texts and genres, and semiotics. In 
other words, she must be able to understand the ways that both the words and the visuals 
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achieve a playfulness and a humorous effect. Whilst children do not know that these are the 
knowledge and skills needed to appreciate the text to its fullest, many are, nevertheless, 
knowing readers in that they have a wide experience of texts and textual play. These 
attributes are gained through their engagement with print and other media.  
 
Dialogue becomes a key performative effect in Fowl Play as it constitutes action. The 
dialogue is represented in the speech bubbles in the illustrations and as such is a continuous 
commentary and interchange that runs parallel to the third person narrative that is positioned 
above or below the illustrations. In Austin’s sense, the dialogue represents ‘speech acts’ and 
is the main force of linguistic interaction in the unfolding drama.  As such, dialogue is not so 
much descriptive (although at times it is) as performative. The dialogic form, however, does 
not guarantee performativity. In a comedic sense, the dialogue in Fowl Play is the main 
means for humour, textual play and allusion as evidence in the following excerpt when 
Hubert Hound, in his search for the chicken thief, questions Badger about the contents of his 
cupboard: 
Hubert Hound:  ‘What’s in the big cupboard then stripey?’ 
Badger:   ‘Tomorrow’s dinner, that’s what stumpy, look!’ 
[When the door opens two dead chickens are shown hanging by their  
 feet.] 
Badger:   ‘Yeah, chickens! What did you expect, vegeburgers?’ 
 
This short excerpt demonstrates the illocutionary and perlocutionary effect of dialogic 
discourse: Hubert Hound’s demand to know the contents of the cupboard results in Badger’s 
disclosure of its contraband contents. Whilst the stylistic function of the dialogue veers 
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towards the colloquial and the spontaneous retort, it nevertheless is a mode of action. 
Performance, therefore, operates through timing and repartee and is realised in the mutually 
constitutive moment between reader and text. Furthermore, the characters’ social situation 
and standing become manifest in the illocutionary possibilities open to them. For instance, 
Badger’s wisecrack does not clear him of being a suspect as his character and reputation as 
an opportunist have already been coloured in the initial cast list in the endpapers where he is 
described as ‘a bad-tempered animal who is known to eat chickens if he gets the chance’. 
Thus, the linguistic and the extra-linguistic (in terms of the readers’ knowledge about badgers 
and bad-tempered characters) constitute the social world of the text and make a connection 
with the social world of the reader. 
 
The endpapers serve as both a ‘rogues gallery’ and a storyboard. A series of eight frames 
visually introduce the characters and setting, and the supplementary text describes the 
personalities as well as sets up the reader to anticipate a particular kind of story, and to rely 
on previous knowledge of stereotypes in order to predict the outcome. This familiar narrative 
strategy of the red-herring serves to lure the reader into the story and to position her as a 
dupe. For instance, the text accompanying the picture of a very worried and guilty looking 
fox reads: ‘It looks like Foxy is well and truly to blame for the disappearing chickens’. 
However, for the astute reader, perhaps one versed in the ways of crime fiction, there are 
other helpful, albeit subtle, clues. For example, Hilda Rabbit is described as ‘...an excitable 
character, who doesn’t seem to like foxes all that much’. The ambiguity of this statement is 
resolved once the reader has completed the story and knows the identity of the chicken thief.  
To a large extent the meanings a reader derives from Fowl Play depend on her knowledge of 
intertexts -- crime fiction (even the title playfully evokes Agatha Christie’s Murder Most 
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Foul, though it is unlikely children would be aware of this), B grade detective movies of the 
1940s, storybook characters and their stereotypic anthropomorphic behaviours, for example, 
foxes are cunning and always guilty). Consequently, this picture book relies on mimicry and 
iteration and the ideal reader is one who implicitly recognises these dual features.  
 
The layout of the pages with multiple frames, position of the framing narrative text, and the 
embedded speech bubbles within the illustrations are further strategies which require the 
reader to actively engage with the events, dialogue, and running jokes offered on the page. It 
is largely by focussing attention on what is going on in a scene that the reader’s attention is 
primed to anticipate the kinds of things to expect in future scenes as the pages of the picture 
book are turned.  There are several ways in which readers are positioned to read and to see 
initially certain things and not others. This can be achieved through formal elements of the 
illustration (colour, placement, line, sequencing), through the visual typography (bold 
lettering, capitals, punctuation), and through the judicious partnership between narrative 
breaks and page layout (for instance, in some picture books the reader may need to turn the 
page to finish the sentence, lift a flap to reveal the surprise and so on). By focussing attention 
on certain details rather than others, the reader then organises those details into significant 
wholes or gestalts. This kind of prefocussing strategy allows for certain features of situations 
or characters to be made salient through description or depiction. 
 
In Whee! (McNaughton 2001), the running joke is at the expense of Mister Wolf and his 
thwarted attempts to devour Preston the pig. It is a familiar story and one many children 
would recognise from watching Roadrunner and other ‘pursuit’ styled cartoons. In one scene, 
a sequence of three illustrations on the one page feature Mister Wolf performing one of these 
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attempts. The reader’s eye initially is attracted to the central image which frames in close-up 
the terrified face of Mister Wolf. He is captured in mid-flight and is in a circular frame 
similar to being viewed through a camera view finder. The words: Whee! Crash! Bang! are 
positioned around the circumference of the frame. This arresting image invites the reader to 
look to the other two images to confirm her interpretation of the image as part of the fabula. 
In the top left position on the page, Wolf is shown side-on speeding down hill on a 
skateboard with a very determined look on his face. He wears typical skateboarder fashion -- 
crash helmet, striped bike shorts and top, elbow and knee pads, outwardly giving the 
appearance of competence. The bottom right image shows Wolf in a perpendicular and 
upside down position in a wire rubbish bin, with a tin can having replaced his rider’s helmet. 
The movement by the reader back and forth across the three frames tracks simultaneously the 
action of Wolf and the chronological depiction of the narrative sequence. The narrativity of 
the picture not only depicts the events chronologically in succession, but also logically in a 
causal relation. The three-staged event, encoding a shift from competent skateboarder to 
comic fall guy, can only occur through the semiotic performance of Wolf. And the comic 
effect can only be explained when this particular mediation is analysed. Hence, the 
performativity of Wolf, as the focalised object of the reader’s vision, evokes memories of 
other similar slapstick events and through the interplay of reader and text demonstrates the 
ludic capacities of textual encounters.  
 
While the performative in the above example is located primarily in the visual image, the 
aggressive acts performed by Wolf and another antagonist, Billy the Bully, are signifiers of 
these characters’ identities. Similarly, the passivity of Preston signifies his victimhood and 
innocence. It is this easy coupling of act and identity raised earlier that needs to be 
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interrogated. According to Butler, identification is achieved through acts, gestures and 
enactments which ‘are performative in the sense that the essence or identity that they 
otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal 
signs and other discursive means’ (1990, p.136). Hence, the aggressive performance of Wolf 
and Billy involves the deployment of signs (bodily, linguistic, and behavioural) which have 
already attained meaning within the discourses and practices of ‘the social’, understood in 
this narrative as a site of contestation. 
 
The citational and iterative nature of gender performativity is demonstrated in the picture 
book Prince Charming and Baabarella (Glitz & Swoboda 2001). The story is essentially a 
retelling of the romance fairy tale combined with the implied moral dictum that beauty is in 
the eye of the beholder. The anthropomorphised goats who form the central characters of the 
story perform gender through the acts, gestures and enactments that Butler suggests. The 
female goats decorate their bodies with coloured bows, apply vivid green eyeshadow, ruby 
red lipstick and mascara, and curl their hair with rollers. While their corporeal style is 
recognisably feminine, they also discipline their bodies to conform to popular images of the 
feminine -- they diet, pull, pluck, shave and starve their bodies. Their speech and actions take 
on stereotypical behaviours of jealous, desperate-to-marry-at-all-costs women. However, the 
performative acts of the goats result in a hyperfemininity which ultimately parodies the 
‘original’ meanings accorded to gender. Rather than read the text as an uncritical 
appropriation of sex-role stereotyping, a performative reading provides a space for 
complicating this view. Following Butler’s (1990) example of the use of drag as a means for 
complicating the relation between the ‘imitation’ and the ‘original’, the goats’ hypostatised 
femininity creates a generalised image of ‘woman’; but the ‘image’ also exposes the 
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distinctness of those aspects of feminine experience which are falsely naturalised as a unitary 
whole through the regulatory fiction that establishes and sustains the male/female binary. To 
take this alternative, perhaps perverted, reading opens out the pleasure of the performative 
and provides an opportunity for resignification and recontextualisation of the gendered body 
defying any claims to naturalised or essentialised gender identities. The reader who is on to 
the joke is provided with an occasion for laughter as the feminised goats reveal the folly of 
their imitation which is a fabrication that fails to copy an impossible ideal.  
 
Despite this attempt to parody gender identity, the traditional romance frame of the narrative, 
with its culminating marriage between Prince Charming and Baabarella, serves to reinforce 
for young readers the functioning of social norms and heterosexual identity. Hence, the 
possibilities for agency that the parody of female representation offers are foreclosed by the 
fairy tale ending that relies on repetition of an ‘act’ (marriage) that reinforces identity 
categories as foundational and ‘natural’. However, the unnaturalness of goats behaving as 
humans can also be read as the ultimate display of gender fabrication with its perverted 
performative effects. Consequently, the text remains open and indeterminate. 
 
By structuring the text and illustration in such a way as to elicit an emotional response, the 
reader, in recognising such conditions, may experience a particular bodily response as her 
attention becomes emotionally charged. For example, in the above examples, she might laugh 
out loud as she witnesses Wolf’s mishap and the goats’ ridiculous behaviour. Emotional 
responses are laid down in the early stages of most stories and provide the organisational 
basis for our responses to later scenes. For example, Preston (Whee!) has to contend with two 
mean-spirited characters -- Mister Wolf and Billy the Bully. Billy the Bully is the first of the 
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two to be introduced in the narrative and the reader’s initial encounter with him is when he 
snatches away from Preston his poster about the Hot Trotters Skateboard competition and 
insults him by saying ‘Don’t even think about it, squirt! ..With me in that competition, you 
don’t stand a chance’. Thus, emotions organise perception to a large degree by employing 
emotive content and form. The impact of the performatives (insults and threats) used by Billy 
the Bully is understood in terms of who he is and the context in which the words are stated. 
Billy’s aggressive words and actions, his large bulk (which contrasts with the diminutive 
childlike body of Preston) works on the reader and through the reader coaxing a particular 
viewpoint, attitude, or preference.  
 
Reader stance and contextual factors 
My second question enquires into the ways context affects the stance that one takes in 
reading. Context refers to the characteristics within the text and circumstances of its reading 
as well as the nature of the reader. Picture book stories invariably provide information about 
the self and the social (‘I’ and the world) and mediate the passage from what the child knows 
to what she does not know. These characteristics are not exclusive to this genre. However, as 
the primary audience of picture books is young children, picture books more often than not 
provide a socialising practice which teachers and parents are keen to endorse. (Conversely, 
when picture books offer subversive accounts of the social adults tend to see this as an affront 
and a further example of the dissolution of childhood innocence.) Austin made the notion of 
sociality prominent in Rule A.1 (1962, p.14) emphasising that words do things in a social 
setting. Context is therefore a vital constituent in attempting to understand an utterance’s 
performative force.  
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The primacy of context is effectively demonstrated in Rebel! (Baillie & Wu 1993). The title 
itself with the ambiguity of its lexical function can be read as performative (if read as a verb) 
or constative (if read as a noun). For Austin, the difference lies in the former’s primary 
function of doing something and the latter’s function of saying something. This example 
highlights the way any linguistic unit can perform in multiple ways. To understand what 
words do/say we need to look at their users and the contexts in which the words are used.  
 
The dramatic action in Rebel! concerns a military invasion of a small village in Burma. The 
children and adults of the village are herded before the General of the army who tells them 
that he is now in control of their daily existence: 
 
‘Your are my people now. I have the tanks and the soldiers and you have nothing. I 
make all the laws, punish who I like, tell you when to plant the rice and when to 
harvest it’. 
Nobody spoke. 
‘You give me half of everything you make, and at school the children learn only of 
my heroic battles and of my glorious victories...’. 
 
The illocutionary force of the General’s warning and ordering are appropriately understood 
by situating his words within the narrative context. The impact is further conveyed through 
the double page illustration which shows the General in the foreground and on the right side 
of the page holding his baton and towering over the huddle of villagers on the left. The 
contrasting expressions, the concerned and worried faces of the villagers, the smiling face of 
the General, and the solemn countenances of the soldiers who stand guard with bayonets at 
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the ready, convey the oppositional states of being -- the powerful and the powerless. Thus, 
the visuals, as non-verbal illocutionary acts, carry a particular force that corresponds to the 
General’s words. The General’s frequent use of first person pronoun and a present indicative 
verb (‘I have’; I make’; ‘I like’; ‘[I] tell’) support Austin’s contention that this pronoun-verb 
combination is the performative’s defining feature (a point, however, that is not wholly 
supportable in all situations). Furthermore, this extract also demonstrates Austin’s category 
of ‘perlocutionary’ consequences; that is, what happens after the utterance of an illocution. It 
is clear that in this scene in the book to defy the General’s words would mean punishment 
perhaps even death. It is then a surprise that when the page is turned a series of four frames 
shows the flight of a rubber thong across the heads of the villagers and soldiers and finally on 
the next page it is shown to ‘hit the General behind the ear’ causing his hat to fly off his head 
and the smile to be wiped off his face. Such perlocutionary behaviour ignores and undoes the 
things done by the General’s words. Consequently, the General’s performative utterance 
could be considered, in Austin’s terms, as a ‘misfire’ because ‘the procedure involved is not 
accepted’ (p.27). The unexpected outcome to this story confirms Austin’s point that while 
‘[i]llocutionary acts are conventional acts: perlocutionary acts are not conventional’ (p.121).  
 
While the words in this series of scenes from Rebel! provide a way of seeing how the 
performative is in the writing, the illustrations perform a necessary accompanying function in 
that they contribute a visual force to the drama. The playful flight of the thong across the 
page to its final resting place on the ground across the General’s upturned hat provides a 
carnivalesque moment whereby the original opposition between powerful and powerless is 
reversed. The General’s departure from the village in a state of abjection further supports the 
inversion of authority, power, and governance with sovereignty, community, and spirited 
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rebellion. While literature is defined by the conventions that society has developed, the 
picture book also does things through and with the children to whom it addresses. The final 
page of Rebel! states that the story had its origins in a school in Rangoon in 1990. In Austin’s 
terminology, the testament to the story’s ‘truth’ is immaterial to its performative function.  
 
A further aspect of context concerns unconventional approaches to picture book construction. 
When confronted with a new approach to picture book storying or format what does a reader 
do? (Of course, this question is asked with the full knowledge that there is no universal 
reading response or process. Therefore, it is hypothetical, inviting theorisation of an 
ideal(ised) reading behaviour.) One explanation could be that the reader may attempt to 
accommodate the demands of the new approach with her existing mental schemata about 
narrative, pictorialisation, reading and writing. To theorise this process, the following 
processes are worthy of consideration: the reader scrutinises the text with an eye to isolating 
the ways it expands upon her previous knowledge of how picture books work; considers how 
it breaks with tradition yet opens up new possibilities; how it repudiates or amplifies the 
forms or values of previous picture books (Iser 1989); and ultimately how it introduces a new 
problematic between visual and verbal interaction. While picture books need to reproduce 
custom, tradition and precedent there is also the opportunity (as in all literary and artistic 
endeavours) to transform existing paradigms and practices. 
 
Further to the textual strategies that trigger particular responses, picture books also work to 
locate readers in a particular discourse (for example, family, school, gender). Such discursive 
positioning is a feature of the cultural/social practice of reading whereby writer, illustrator, 
and reader are shaped within the social. However, the web of discourses which surrounds the 
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production and reception of picture books and those which inform their story lines and 
illustrations encourages a fairly homogenous reading (and writing) community. 
Consequently, response tends to be ordered around what is viewed as normatively correct. 
The context in which reading occurs frames to a large extent the reinforcement of these 
‘normatively correct’ values and attitudes. For instance, a picture book shared in the 
classroom may elicit different responses to one shared among friends in a secret hideaway. 
The latter context has the potential to subvert any ideological positioning that the text may 
seek to achieve or any preferred reading a teacher may wish students to take up.  
 
This contrasting example highlights the point that readers are already positioned in a number 
of discourses and any attempt to achieve a homogenous reading community of consensual 
response is doomed to fail. It is largely the force of the performative and aesthetic dimensions 
of a text that prompt a reader to experience the discourse as intensely personal and engaging 
(or to feel ‘letdown’ and disengaged) and produces a particular subjectivity and aesthetic 
response. The ideological embeddedness of all texts and the ideological frames in which texts 
are read and shared provide persuasive contexts for interpreting and responding in what could 
be termed ‘proper’ or acceptable ways. They also can encourage resistant, subversive or other 
responses. In picture books, the visual impact of the illustrations, their expressive and 
arresting form and content are as effective in impacting on the reader’s emotional and 
aesthetic sensitivities and intellectual abilities as are the vivid imagery, syntactic and 
semantic content, and figurative elements of the words. Consequently, the stance the reader 
takes towards, or concerns about, the fictional characters or events is prompted by the 
evocative potential of both words and visuals. Each medium induces the reader to form 
preferences about how the story should evolve and its outcomes and resolution.  
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The reader’s stance, however, is not solely dependent on the skill of the writer and illustrator 
as other factors come into play: one’s prior positionings, current circumstances, cultural 
background, emotional make-up, capacity to empathise, and pre-existing disposition to 
certain values, behaviours, and kinds of humour. The degree to which agency is enacted will 
depend on those factors impacting on, or inherent in, the reader as well as elements of the 
text, such as, its narrative pull, open/closed structure, and interactive/distancing effects. 
Consequently, there is what Iser (1989) terms a certain amount of ‘indeterminacy’ in picture 
books (and indeed in all literary texts). The reader, after having taken into account the 
various perspectives offered to her by the text, is left with her own resources--experiential, 
perceptual, cognitive, and aesthetic -- to judge what has been communicated to her and to fill 
in the gaps of indeterminacy. 
 
Don’t step on the crack! (McNaughton 2000) provides a fitting example to demonstrate this 
gap-filling exercise. Given numerous warnings by the unknown narrator who directly 
addresses the character and tells him of the dire consequences of stepping on pavement 
cracks, the final page leaves the reader at the point of indeterminacy. After reassuring the boy 
not to worry and that the chances are that the crack ‘might not be in this pavement! It might 
not even be in this street! It might not even be in this town!’, the boy gives a sigh of relief 
(‘Phew!’). The narrator then abruptly warns: ‘But then again, it might be! So just in 
case...Don’t step on the crack!’. The illocutionary and perlocutionary effects of the words 
and the accompanying illustrations work in double tandem to warn and deter. The final 
illustration shows the boy frantically moving across the pavement leaping from one space to 
another desperately trying not to step on a crack. But another leg is seen approaching from 
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around the corner. It is that ultimate perlocutionary step that the boy might take by 
inadvertently stepping on a crack that provides the suspenseful moment -- but one which will 
not be resolved by the text. Is a collision imminent? Beware!  
 
Fulfilling the reader’s desire 
Finally, I want to look at the dynamic of desire and reading and how this shapes a reader’s 
response to picture books -- my third question. It is also a way of returning to many of the 
points made throughout this paper. While I have suggested that texts work on their readers, 
readers also work on the texts they encounter. Children, like all readers, give a fictional depth 
and an imaginative interpretation to picture books that go beyond that which is represented in 
either the words or the artwork. In looking at an illustration, the child is induced to see and 
believe the fictional proposition that lies before her. She is also able to project her own 
imaginative interpretation and game-playing with what she sees. The text operates as a mid-
way point ‘between the external world of objects and the reader’s own world’ (Iser 1989, 
p.8). The act of reading is therefore a negotiation between this external/internal divide as the 
reader attempts to read one in terms of the other -- the known in relation to the unknown. 
Thus, reading and viewing are active processes not passive states. In our enthusiasm to have 
our children or students become successful readers, we may forget to let them negotiate texts 
on their own terms, to enliven them with their own fictional and imaginative possibilities. We 
need to be more conscious of children’s needs to rest for a while on a picture that interests 
them or on a word that looks or sounds different -- its shape, its font, its length. Resting, 
pausing in the narrative moment satisfies a reader’s desire for significance, meaning, and 
perhaps affirmation. Like the dramatic pause of the skilful storyteller, the reader needs to 
arrest time momentarily to gaze and to wonder. 
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Another element that is closely tied to desire is the notion of play. As Iser states: ‘Authors 
play games with readers, and the text is the playground’ (1989, p.250). It is also through play 
that the conjunction between performance and performativity is most apparent. It is the point 
too where the picture book creators (author, illustrator, designer), readers and texts can be 
conceived as a dynamic interrelationship that moves towards (but may never reach) the 
fulfilment of desire. The analogy of the text as playground is one that is becoming evident in 
many postmodern picture books. In the case of Dear Diary (Fanelli 2000), the textual game 
subverts meaning as the moment of sense-making is continually shifting and being eclipsed 
by a kaleidoscope of print-play, visual-play, and playful pastiche. The performative element 
of Dear Diary lies not so much in the use of performatives and their illocutionary and 
perlocutionary force, but in the self-consciously partial rendering of the narrative fragments 
that dramatise the playful pleasures (jouissance) that come with reading and viewing in an 
open playground of representation. Changing font size and shape, the intermingling of 
collage and hand-drawn figures with photographic images, citations from canonical and 
contemporary poets, visual and verbal punning, visual grammatical, emotive, and spatial 
codes (! ♥ ↓) to give words emphasis and to locate them as part of the print-play form a 
kaleidoscope of busy colour, print scribbles, incoherence and metalepsis. In negotiating the 
demands of the text, the reader takes in words and pictures, scans the pages back and forth, 
up and down, and crisscrosses their surfaces, effecting an embodied performance. 
Performative texts such as Dear Diary display their own materiality, drawing attention to 
what they are and what they aren’t. It is in this ironic twist, of invoking the presence of what 
it isn’t (that it is not a conventional picture book) that it paradoxically offers a space of 
absence that corresponds with the space that lurks in desire and imagination craving 
fulfilment. 
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The process of reading picture books takes on a gamelike quality as the reader (and perhaps a 
mediating adult) willingly participate(s) in the narrative encoding of sight and sound. 
Thereby, there is a consensual, tacit agreement on behalf of a reader to negotiate the 
boundaries of fantasy through creative interpretation, gap filling, and imaginative 
engagement. The gamelike elements of a picture book -- its hidden meanings, latent 
structures (colour, shape, design) depend on both precedent and tradition. That is, the genre 
presumes the reader’s knowledge of other picture books and stories. There is also an 
assumption operating throughout the text that readers engage with texts in particular ways. In 
some instances, writers and illustrators deliberately work to disrupt any normative reading 
behaviour and reader expectations of texts through playful strategies of irony and parody and 
unconventional format/design causing a disequilibrium between text and illustration, and 
between reader and text. This process may in some cases alienate young readers. It may also 
provide a space for innovation in the reader’s interpretation of, and response to, words and 
images. 
 
While adult readers and some child readers are becoming familiar with the demands of 
metafictive texts, there are still many children who have not encountered them before and 
may not have the experience to know that these texts are intentionally playful and often 
ironic. Furthermore, some children might also lack the cultural knowledge and interpretive 
skills necessary to understand double meaning, intertextuality, inference, and playful textual 
disruption. The collaborations of Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith have resulted in a number of 
picture books which are parodic, address the reader directly, and blatantly  
exhibit a self-consciousness about their own fictive constructedness (see Squids will be 
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squids, 1999; The very stinky cheese man and other fairly stupid tales, 1992). Other picture 
books employ to varying degrees a postmodernist approach to storytelling. In I will not ever 
never eat a tomato (Child 2001), the illustrations are a collage of hand drawn cut outs, 
computer imaging, and patterned paper. The typography, always a visual medium in itself, is 
particularly playful and evocative as it attempts to bring the reader into contact with ‘real-
life’ photo-images as well as imaginative naїve art creations. Furthermore, the language of 
the text is located in the medium of print-play, and the effect is both material and 
metaphorical. For instance, when the reluctant vegetable eater, Lola, is depicted eating 
carrots (or ‘orange twiglets from Jupiter’) she is shown against a backdrop of outer space; on 
the left side of one page Lola is in a space ship, and on the other page she shown eating 
carrots and seated next to a green alien. The text is placed in a wave-like pattern across the 
page representative of  movement across the illustrated backdrop of intergalactic space. In 
one sense, the written text, with its almost sculptural, visually rhythmic and exaggerated 
formations of letters and words, exceeds wordplay to illustrate the power of representation 
(that is, the linguistic symbol) to convey both functional and symbolic meanings and to 
embody a visual, spatial performance.  
 
As the readership of picture books extends, it is never safe to assume a naїve or apprentice 
reader. As children gradually gain experience of reading picture books, they also develop 
more refined and sophisticated linguistic, narrative, and visual skills and knowledge. Hence, 
they are able to detect intertextuality, allusion, parody, and generally become more 
perceptive to the subtleties of figurative and syntactic features, and iconic representations. 
Even quite young children are capable of such sophisticated reading behaviour. It would 
appear that the more demands text and illustration make on the reader, the more the reader 
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invests in the text.  
 
Conclusion 
This paper has applied the concept of the performative from two different philosophical 
views of language within an overarching framework of reader response. For Austin, the 
notion of the performative offers a way of attending to what language does as much as to 
what it says. In literary texts, the performative utterance brings into being characters and their 
actions. This was illustrated in the examples of Mister Wolf and Billy the Bully (Whee!) and 
the General (Rebel!) where their actions and words carried an illocutionary and subsequent 
perlocutionary force. The performative also brings into being ideas and concepts which these 
characters and their actions deploy. From this understanding of the performative, we are able 
to conceive of literature, or in this case picture books, as the representation of a series of acts 
or events that employs active language that produces the things it names. For Butler, the 
performative provides a way of thinking about social acts which call attention to the nature of 
identity and how it is produced or generated, the ways social norms are enacted and given 
legitimacy, and the tension that exists between agency, desire and social change. These 
elements were considered in the performance of femininity and heterosexual identity in 
Prince Charming and Baabarella. 
 
It is the process of iteration that paradoxically is both the meeting and departure point for 
Austin and Butler in their theorising of the performative. While Austin’s theory relies on the 
way the repetition of the performative in a single occasion makes something happen, Butler 
is concerned with the way the habitual repetition of the performance produces historical and 
social realities and meanings (for example, one becomes a man or a woman). In broader, 
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generic terms, this point of difference is central to the construction and reception of picture 
books, where there are two ways of thinking of these texts as performative. In an Austinian 
sense, picture books, through words and visuals, accomplish a specific act which 
imaginatively proposes a ‘reality’ within its narrative frame, and its language and visuals do 
something in that frame. On the other hand, a Butlerian view would see the success of the 
picture book form as a literary event that repeatedly takes up norms and conventions, but 
which may also subvert those norms and conventions as in the case of metafictive texts such 
as I will not ever never eat a tomato or in the playful indeterminacy offered in Don’t step on 
the crack!. Therefore, the picture book offers a means for considering aspects of its literary 
and aesthetic construction as well as its social and cultural significance. 
 
Ultimately, picture books are designed to set up a desire for a particular kind of reading 
whether it be shared, performative, interactive, pleasurable, or contemplative. In their 
developing experience with reading, young children learn that picture books: offer particular 
kinds of delight (response); activate desire (they are both positioned to desire and to have 
their desires satisfied); operate within ‘an horizon of expectation’ (Jauss 1982). Quite simply 
and ideally, as the child engages with picture books she gains pleasure as she encounters a 
story conveyed with skill through words and visuals. It is ultimately this particular kind of 
pleasure derived from a narrative experience conveyed with succinctness and through a dual 
discourse of communication that distinguishes picture books from other discourses and 
justifies our continued interest and interrogation. 
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